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/ Issue

Is there any potential liability on the part of HSUS direc

tors or officers for damages arising out of the officers' illegal

or improper conduct?

Short Answer

Yes. The first subgroup of directors is most likely to be

personally liable for damages to HSUS arising out of the

officers' conduct if they fail to take appropriate action to

ensure that similar misconduct does not occur in the future. The

second subgroup of directors will similarly be liable, but may

also be liable, along with the relevant officers, for damages

arising out of the actual events which constitute the officers'

W misconduct.

Discussion

Directors of nonprofit organizations, like their corporate

counterparts, bear a fiduciary relationship to the nonprofit cor

poration.1 The existence of this fiduciary obligation means that

directors owe the corporation complete loyalty, honesty, and good

faith, must act in all things of trust wholly for the benefit of

the corporation, and must not place their own self-interests or

W 1 See, e.g.. Pogostin v. Rice. 480 A.2d 619 (Del. 1984). See
generally 3 Fletcher Cyclopedia of the Law of Private Corpora
tions ("Fletcher") §§ 838, 844.1 (1986).
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L personal gain ahead of the corporation.2 These obligations are

discussed under the categories of the duty of care and the duty

of loyalty. To a great extent these fiduciary duties are also

applicable to officers without regard to whether the officers are

directors. Indeed, often officers' duties are more extensive

than those of directors because of the substantial portion of

their time devoted to running the corporation and because they

usually receive a salary commensurate with their service.3 Where

there is no specific state statute applicable to nonprofit orga

nizations, the standards applicable to directors' and officers'

duties of care and loyalty are generally governed by the relevant

state standards for corporate directors and officers.4

Duty of Care

W In Delaware the relevant law on duty of care is most use

fully discussed as three discreet areas of potential liability.

These areas are duty of care in substantive decision-making, duty

of care in the process of decision-making, and duty of care in

delegation and oversight functions.

1. Substantive Decision-Making

The business judgment rule applies to review of directors'

substantive decision-making in Delaware. The rule applies to the

2 See Fletcher § 838.

3 Fletcher § 991.

4 N.Y.U. Conference on Tax Planning for the Charitable Sector §
8.03[3] (1985).
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i making of a decision whether that decision is to act or not to

act. It protects directors from personal liability in damages

for honest mistakes of judgment if the directors acted in good

faith, acted in the honest belief that their action was in the

best interests of the corporation, were informed and acted with

due care in the process of their decision-making, and the sub

stantive decision can be attributed to a rational business pur

pose. There is a rebuttable presumption that directors have met

all these elements of the rule.5

The element of good faith presupposes no personal financial

interest or self-dealing and precludes directors from acting with

reckless indifference to or with a deliberate disregard to the

interests of the whole corporation. The element of honest belief

%^ requires that directors be genuinely and sincerely motivated by

the best interests of the corporation rather than the selfish

interests of the directors. The element concerning the process

of decision-making will be discussed later. And the element of

rationality requires that the decision is attributable to any

rational corporate purpose and is arguably a valid exercise of

discretion.6

The business judgment rule should protect those directors

who were without knowledge of the illegality and misconduct of

5 1 Balotti & Finkelstein, Delaware Law of Corporations and
Business Organizations ("Delaware Corporations") § 4.6 (1986)

6 Id. and cases cited therein.
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c HSUS officers from person liability for the actual events con

stituting the officers' misconduct so long as the process of

decision-making did not involve gross negligence, as discussed

below. Most of the decisions involving misconduct were not even

made by these directors. Any decisions or parts of decisions

which did involve these directors are presumed to have been taken

in good faith, in the best interests of the corporation, and for

a rational corporation purpose.

As for the directors with knowledge of the misconduct, how

ever, the business judgment rule may not necessarily protect them

from individual liability. The first two elements of the rule

are in doubt for these directors. They arguably acted at least

with reckless indifference to the interests of the whole corpora

ls tion and were not sincerely motivated by the best interests of

the corporation rather than selfish interests of individual

officers. Consequently, they would not be insulated from

liability and might be jointly and severally liable for any

damages to HSUS, tracable to their action.

2. Process of Decision-Making

One of the key elements of the business judgment rule is

that directors act on "an informed basis". Under Delaware case

law, the standard of care directors must exercise in the process

of decision-making is one of gross negligence.7 Directors are

not expected to know everything about the business of the corpo-

7 Aronson v. Lewis. 473 A.2d 805, 812 (Del. 1984); see also
Delaware Corporations § 4.7.
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ration or about a given transaction which management or staff are

contemplating. They are expected, however, to have a reasonable

amount of knowledge of the company's activities and to reach an

adequate level of understanding of all the material facts neces

sary to make a judgment on a particular transaction. Addi

tionally, section 141(e) of the Delaware Corporation Law protects

directors where they rely "in good faith upon the books of

account or reports made to the corporation by any of its

officers, or by an independent public accountant, or by an

appraiser selected with reasonable care ... or ... on other

records of the corporation." However, directors are not pro

tected in relying upon reports which patently lack substance or

on individuals who are obviously uninformed on the essential pro

visions of a document they are presenting.8

In a recent case, the Delaware Supreme Court strictly held

directors to their obligations to make their decisions on an

informed basis. In Smith v. Van Gorkom. 488 A.2d 858 (Del.

1985), the court found gross negligence in the directors' process

of evaluating a merger proposal and recommending the merger for

shareholder approval. Liability was found even though there was

no self-dealing. This case as well as subsequent corporate cases

indicate that a board of directors must make its decisions in a

thorough and deliberate manner, and act on the basis of all

material information reasonably available. While the business

8 Delaware Corporations § 4.7
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judgment rule acts as a shield against individual director

liability, one of the key predicates to that shield is that

directors adequately inform themselves before making important

decisions affecting the organization.9

As the uninformed directors never approved or had knowledge

of the questionable transations with the officers of HSUS, their

obligation to act on an informed basis was not implicated. If

there were decisions made by these directors based on false

financial statements or other corporate documents resulting in

damages to HSUS, the gross negligence standard should protect

these directors from liability for relying on information pre

sented to them in making those decisions so long as they did not

merely acquiesce in major decisions, but acted in some way to

inform themselves about them.

With respect to the directors who were knowledgeable about

officer misconduct, however, their conduct in approving various

transactions, like those authorized by the Deferred Compensation

Committee, can be characterized as constituting gross negligence.

These directors cannot claim protection for any of their deci

sions based on reliance on reports prepared either by the

officers or an outside individual such as an accountant.

Reliance on such reports could not be claimed to be in good faith

given these directors' knowledge of underlying details suggesting

improprieties in compensation, financial statements, and other

See id.
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L public documents. Applying the principles enunciated in Smith v.

Van Gorkom. it is doubtful whether these directors made their

decisions in a thorough and deliberate manner, acting on the

basis of all material information reasonably available.

3. Delegation and Oversight Functions

Finally and most importantly with respect to the situation

at HSUS, directors have a duty of care in their delegation and

oversight functions. Once again, in Delaware, the standard of

care is one of gross negligence. The board of directors is

entitled to delegate extensive responsibility to committees and

officers either expressly or by course of conduct. This decision

to delegate is protected by the business judgment rule. The real

obligation of directors arises where thev have actual knowledge

^ of facts suggesting a material problem in the company. In such

cases, directors are duty-bound to initiate action so as to deal

with the problem.10 While directors are not liable for a failure

to ferret out the lapses of officers unless directors have been

warned or unless danger signs are obvious, if directors reck

lessly repose confidence in an obviously untrustworthy employee,

refuse or neglect cavalierly to perform their duty as directors,

or have ignored either willfully or through inattention obvious

danger signs of employee wrongdoing, the law will impose

liability on the directors.11 For example, in Lutz v. Boas. 171

10 See Delaware Corporations § 4.8.

11 See Graham v. Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co.. 188 A.2d

125, 130 (Del. 1963); see also Delaware Corporations § 4.8.
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l A.2d 381 (Del. Ch. 1961), the court found directors of a mutual

fund liable for abdicating their responsibilities and grossly

negligent because even an average attention to duty would have

revealed the improper conduct of the fund's advisors.12

Under this standard the directors who were without knowledge

of the officers' improper conduct would not be personally liable

for actions of the officers taken before these directors had any

idea that improper conduct was in fact occurring. However, this

line of cases clearly requires these directors to take action to

deal adequately with the problems being uncovered at HSUS now

that they are being made aware of these problems. If no action

is taken to address the improper and illegal conduct, the direc

tors can be held personally liable for any damages arising to the

(jss/ corporation as a result of further misconduct proximately caused

by their inaction.

The knowledgeable directors, under this standard, may addi

tionally be liable for damages from any of the previously occur

ring improper conduct, given their knowledge of and approval of

the questionable transactions. The red flags were obvious for

them, and their duty of care to the corporation required them to

take steps to halt the improper conduct.

Duty of Lovaltv

12 See also Stern v. Lucv Webb Haves Nation Training School.

381 F. Supp. 1003 (D.D.C. 1974)(director breached fiduciary
duty where failed to use diligence in supervising the actions
of those officers, employees, or outside experts to whom
responsibility for making day-to-day financial decisions had
been delegated).
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L A companion director and officer obligation to the duty of

care is the duty of loyalty. The duty of loyalty bars a director

or officer from using his position or information concerning the

organization and its property in a manner which allows him or her

to gain a pecuniary benefit. A director or officer must refrain

from self-dealing.13 In addition, the duty of loyalty may be

violated when an individual director or officer pursues the

interest of a third person.14

Section 144(a) of the Delaware statute governs interested

director transactions. The statute provides that contracts or

transactions between a corporation and one or more of its direc

tors or officers shall not be void or voidable solely because the

interested director or officer is present at or participates in

^ the meeting of the board or committee which authorizes the con

tract or transaction if the material facts as to the relationship

or interest are disclosed to the voting group and the group in

good faith authorizes the action by affirmative vote of a major

ity of the disinterested directors or if the contract or transac

tion is fair to the corporation. The principles applicable to

13 Delaware Corporations § 4.9; D. Kurtz and J. Small, Non
profit Organizations 1986 Current Issues and Developments
("Nonprofit Organizations") at 274.

14 Societa Operaia Pi Mutuo Soccorso Villalba v. Pi Maria. 40
N.J. Super. 344, 122 A.2d 897, 899 (1956)(fiduciary duty of
loyalty can be breached "just as significantly by seeking the
advantage of a third person as by looking to . . . own private
aggrandizement"); Brown v. Memorial National Home Foundation.
329 P.2d 118 (1958)(funds diverted to another charity).
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^ loyalty issues, thus, require an analysis of the disinterested

ness of the directors as well as the quality and quantity of the

disclosure. When a fairness showing is required will depend on

the precise facts and circumstances of each case.15 In addition,

the duty of loyalty prohibits an officer or director from

appropriating an opportunity rightfully belonging to the corpora

tion.16 Moreover, in cases involving waste, illegality, ultra

vires acts, or fraud, disinterested approval and/or fairness of

the transaction may well be irrelevant, and the contract or

transaction may simply be void or voidable and the individual

directors or officers personally liable.17

If corporate waste or illegality or fraud is established

with respect to some of the transactions at HSUS, those actions

W are simply void or voidable without any additional discussion and

the knowledgeable officers and directors could be held personally

liable. For example, a Maryland court decision indicates that

directors or officers may be held liable for actionable fraud or

breach of fiduciary duty in concealing material facts about cor-

15 Delaware Corporations § 4.9

16 Id^. at § 4.10.

17 See Delaware Corporations § 4.9. "That directors or other
corporate officers are liable to the corporation for their
misconduct, to a large extent, if not practically the same
extent as agents for an individual, in cases of fraud, misap
propriation of corporate property to their own use, culpable
negligence, the doing of ultra vires acts, etc. is too well
settled to admit of controversy." Fletchers § 990 at 677.
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porate transactions, as well as in making false statements in

corporate reports.18

If the questionable HSUS transactions involve various

aspects of self-dealing short of illegality or fraud, Delaware

law requires an analysis of the disinterestedness of the approv

ing directors as well as the fairness of the transactions. While

the Deferred Compensation Committee, composed of non-benefiting

directors, allegedly authorized the various transactions, those

directors may not have been disinterested because they were

violating their duty of loyalty by acting in the interests of

third persons. In addition, as set forth elsewhere, the Deferred

Compensation Committ was never validly created, and, therefore,

lacked the authority to take the relevant actions. A litigant

might also validly raise questions about the quality and quantity

of disclosure to the Committee by the officers as to their real

interests in the transactions. The transactions could further be

attacked on grounds of fairness to the corporation, given that

many of the transactions are of minimal or questionable benefit

to the corporation. In addition, there might be an argument as

to some of the transactions that the officers usurped corporate

opportunities because money that has gone to compensate them may

well have otherwise simply been donated to HSUS, e.g., the per

sonal loan made by a donor to Mr. Hoyt.

18 Parish v. Maryland S Virginia Milk Producers Association.
250 Md 24, 242 A.2d 512 (1968).
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Further, the duty of loyalty imposes on directors and

officers a duty to reveal all facts material to corporate trans

actions to stockholders, members, or the corporation, i.e., the

board of directors. The principle at work here is that officers

and directors stand in a sufficiently confidential relationship

to the corporation to impose this duty of disclosure upon them.19

Applying that principle to this case, the knowledgeable officers

and directors had a duty to disclose the transactions approved by

the Deferred Compensation Committee to the Board of Directors

because those transactions were material to the operation of

HSUS.

The consequence of finding that any of these transactions

violated a director's or officer's duty of loyalty is to make the

transaction voidable. If the transaction is voidable, interested

directors must compensate the corporation for their improperly

earned benefits and restore the status quo.20

Miscellaneous Liability Issues

Directors may also be held liable for corporate acts when

they voluntarily or intentionally participate in the commission

of a tort.21 Consequently, if the tort of fraud has been com-

19 Parish v. Maryland & Virginia Milk Producers Association.
250 Md. 24, 242 a.2d 512, 539-40 (1968).

20 Delaware Corporations §4.9; Nonprofit Organizations at 274-
78.

21 Nonprofit Organizations at 281.
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mitted, it may be that the knowledgeable directors could be per

sonally liable for such conduct.22 In addition, participation in

criminal activities may lead to personal liability for directors,

even when acting in a corporate capacity.23 Here, as well, the

knowledgeable directors could be held personally liable for

things such as income tax fraud.

Remedies

The general rule is that the measure of damages in an action

for breach of fidicicary duty is any profit or amount which would

have accrued to the organization if the director or officer had

not breached his or her duty. The loss to the organization must

have been proximately caused by the breach of duty. If the loss

would have occurred even in the absence of the breach of duty, no

recovery of damages is available.24 Some jurisdictions like New

York, however, do not require an actual injury to the corporation

where there is a breach of duty, but simply hold the officer or

director accountable for any gains they have realized from the

improper transactions.25 In the case of HSUS the measure of

22 In Delaware, uncompensated directors are immune from civil
liability for negligence, Chapter 81, Tit 10 Del. Code § 8133,
but fraud, an intentional tort, would not be covered by that
statute.

23 Nonprofit Organizations at 282.

24 Fletcher § 838.

25 Id. § 992.
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L damages would presumably be the amount of excess compensation

paid to the officers, the amount of any improper transactions

paid out by the corporation, and any other monetary losses the

organization suffered or will suffer because of the illegal or

improper conduct. In addition, where officers and directors have

abused their relationship with the corporation, a court's equita

ble powers will be set in motion. The remedy for a director's

breach of duty which results in a benefit to the director at the

expense of the corporation is disgorgement of profits.26

*%^/

\%ji/

26 Fletcher § 1011; see also e.g., Ohio Drill & Tool Co. v.
Johnson. 625 F.2d 738, 742 (6th Cir. 1980)(applying Ohio law).
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TO: Gail Harmon

FROM: Andrea Ferster

RE: Potential Liability of HSUS and its Officers
and Directors for Tax Penalties

Date: April 6, 1988

Issue #1

Whether HSUS and its officers and directors are potentially

liable for federal income tax penalties arising out of (1)

undervaluing the rental value of Mr. Hoyt's house for purposes of

Form W-2, or for underreporting wages to the IRS on Form 941;

and/or (2) the failure to report to IRS as compensation the 1987

payment of $85,000 to Paul Irwin

Facts

John Hoyt resided in a house with a fair market value of

$310,000, owned by HSUS as of May, 1987. He paid no rent to HSUS

for his personal use of the property. HSUS correctly recognized

Mr. Hoyt's personal use of HSUS' property to be taxable compensa

tion, and issued a Form W-2 to Mr. Hoyt. HSUS reported a monthly

rental value of $600 per month. No effort was made to determine

whether this was a fair market rental value for the property. In

fact, this is a gross undervaluation of the rental value of the

property. This undervaluation is either the result to gross

negligence, or an attempt to aid Mr. Hoyt in underreporting com

pensation to the IRS.

Paul Irwin was paid $85,000 in October 1987 by HSUS. While

Mr. Irwin has characterized this transaction as payment for an

interest in recreational real estate on the coast of Maine, in
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fact, HSUS has not, to kate, received any such interest in the

property. Therefore, the payment must be considered compensation

to Mr. Irwin. However, however, no Form W-2 was issued to Mr.

Irwin reflecting this additional compensation.

Analysis

HSUS was required to report to the IRS the payment to Paul

Irwin and the rental value of Mr. Hoyt's home on two forms: the

Form W-2, statement of compensation and tax withheld which

employers are required to furnish to employees and to the IRS,1

and the Form 941, quarterly tax return which employers are

required to file with the IRS and make payments of withheld fed

eral income tax and FICA tax.2 Due to the undervaluation of the

rental value of the property, the W-2 Form issued by HSUS report

ing Mr. Hoyt's and Mr. Irwin's compensation, as well as the Forms

941, understated their taxable compensation, and underpaid

employment taxes to the IRS.

Underpayments of withholding tax reported on Form 941 must

be corrected. Failure to make an adjustment will subject the

employer to interest on the underpayment, running from the due

date of the return for the period in which the employer failed to

withhold, to the date of payment.3 An employer who fails to col-

1 26 U.S.C. §§ 6041, 6051. This requirement applies to non
profit as well as for-profit employers. Treas. Reg. § l.6041-
Kb).

2 26 U.S.C. § 3501.

3 26 U.S.C. § 6205.
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W lect and pay over withholding taxes, or attempts to willfully

evade or defeat the taxes, will be liable for a penalty equal to

the total amount of the tax evaded.4 This tax is imposed on the

"responsible person," which can be a corporate officer, or a

volunteer member of a charity's Board of Directors.5 Moreover,

any person who willfully fails to furnish a withholding state

ment, or who furnishes a false or fraudulent statement may be

subject to a civil penalty of $50,6 and criminal penalties of

$1,000 and/or up to one year in jail.7 These penalties are also

imposed on the "responsible persons."8

In addition to the direct liability of HSUS and its officers

and directors for their own actions in filing incorrect state

ments to the IRS, and underwithholding of income taxes and

underpayment of employment taxes, it also faces potentially tax

liability, both civil and criminal, arising out of Mr. Hoyt's and

Mr. Irwin's underpayment of income taxes. Mr. Hoyt presumably

only paid taxes on $600 per month, the amount reported on the

Form W-2 as the value of the property, rather than the actual

fair market value of the property, which would have resulted in a

4 26 U.S.C. § 6671.

5 Rev. Rul. 84-83, 1984-2 C.B. 781.

6 26 U.S.C. § 6674.

^ 7 26 U.S.C. § 7204.

8 Treas. Reg. § 31.6674-1.
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%^ higher taxable income. Assuming the Mr. Hoyt was well aware that

the rental value of the property was much greater than $600 per

month, Mr. Hoyt is potentially liable for penalties for fraudu

lent underpayment of income taxes.9 The same goes for Mr.

Irwin, assuming he paid no income taxes at all on the $85,000

payment. A person who aids or abets an individual in understat

ing tax liability may be subject to a civil penalty of $1,000.10

Moreover, a director or officer of a corporation who knows of a

subordinate's participation in understating an individual's

income and fails to act to prevent it could also be held liable

for the penalty.11

If HSUS's actions aid and abet or conspire with Mr. Hoyt and

Mr. Irwin in willfully evading taxes or willfully filing a false

tax return,12 the responsible HSUS officers may be prosecuted

criminally as a principal, and face penalties of up to 10,000, or

five years in prison, or both.13

9 26 U.S.C. § 6653(b). See Doric Apartment Co. 32 B.T.A. 1187,
Dec. 9048 [check cite], in which fraud penalties were imposed
on a taxpayer for understating the value of property.

10 26 U.S.C. § § 6701.

11 26 U.S.C. § 6701(c)(1)(B).

12 Actions resulting in criminal felony and misdeamanor
liability, respectively. 26 U.S.C. §§ 7201, 7207.

13 18 U.S.C. §§2, 371. An aider and abetter can be convicted
even if the principal is acquitted of the offense in which the
aider and abettor played a part. United States v. Standefer.
447 U.S. 10 (1980).
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Issue #2

Whether HSUS or Paul Irwin is liable for tax penalties for

underreporting Mr. Hoyt's compensation on its Form 990, by using

NHEC, a corporation controlled by HSUS, as a conduit for paying

additional compensation to Mr. Hoyt in order to avoid disclosing

this compensation on HSUS' Form 990.

Facts

Set out elsewhere.

Analysis

The Internal Revenue Code specifically requires tax exempt

organizations to report the compensation of managers and highly

compensated employees on their annual information returns.14

This requirement was added by the Tax Reform Act of 1969 in order

"to facilitate meaningful enforcement of the limitations imposed

by the bill, especially when combined with the publicity provi

sions and the sanctions for failure to file timely returns."

H.Rept. No. 91-413, 1969 U.S. Code Cong, and Adm. News, at .

While no penalties are imposed for misstatements on the Form

990 — only on the failure to file,15 the specific statutory com

mand that compensation be disclosed should be sufficient to

demonstrate that this is a material omission from the Form 990

for purposes of determining whether there is a violation of the

14 26 U.S.C. § 6033(b)(7)

15 26 U.S.C. § 6652(d).
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Hjjfe/ perjury prohibition. The Internal Revenue Code imposes criminal

penalties on any person who

Willfully makes any and subscribes any return, statement, or
other document, which contains or is verified by a written
declaration that it is made under the penalties of perjury,
which he does not believe to be true and correct as to every
material matter,16

as well as on aiding and abetting any person in making such a

false statement.17 Persons found guilty under this provision

"shall be fined not more that $100,000 ($500,000 in the case of a

corporation), or imprisoned not more than 3 years, or both,

together with the costs of prosecution."18 The Form 990 contains

such a perjury statement, and therefore any material omission

from this form will expose the responsible person to these

criminal penalties.
L

**" HSUS' liability for perjury depends first, on a finding that

HSUS should have reported the compensation that was "run through"

NHEC on HSUS' Form 990, even through the actual disbursement was

made from NHEC, and second, a finding that the understatement of

Mr. Hoyt's compensation on HSUS' Form 990 is material.

Although the regulations provide that each exempt organiza

tion must file a separate Form 990, even if it is affiliated with

another organization,19 this does not preclude the possibility

16 26 U.S.C. § 7206(1).

17 26 U.S.C. § 7206(2).

18 26 U.S.C. § 7206.

19 Treas. Reg. § 6033-2(a)
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that the NHEC compensation should have been reported on HSUS'

Form 990. A court may disregard the corporate form in order to

prevent the use of the corporate form to circumvent the effect of

a tax statute, where the court finds that the corporate form is

either a sham or an "alter ego" with respect to a particular

transaction.20 The general rule in tax cases is that, in order

to disregard a corporate entity, (l) there must be such unity of

interest and ownership that the separate personalities of the

corporation and the individual shareholders no longer exist, and

(2) if the acts are treated as those of the corporation alone, an

inequitable result will follow.21 Assuming that NHEC is

determined to be an instrumentality or alter ego of HSUS under

the factors set out in note 20 above, it is likely that a court

would find that NHEC was used merely as a conduit to avoid

reporting Mr. Hoyt's full compensation on HSUS' Form 990, and

that disregarding NHEC would be necessary to prevent the ineq-

20 Hoffman Motors Corporation v. United Statesr 473 F.2d 254,
256 (2nd Cir. 1973). In determining whether to pierce the
corporate veil, some common determinating factors include
undercapitalization, failure to observe formalities, siphoning
of corporate funds by dominant stockholders, nonfunctioning of
other officers or directors, absence of corporate records, use
of the corporate entity in promoting injustice or fraud.
Fletcher's Cyclopedia of Corporations, § 41.30, at 429. All
of these factors appear to be present here. These principles
have been applied to nonprofit organizations. Id., § 41.75
"Disregard of the Corporate Entity — Nonprofit Corporations,"
at 174 (1983).

21 Fletcher's Cyclopedia of Corpoations, § 45.1 "Separate Corpo
rate Entity Privilege in Taxation," at 546 (1983) (citing,
inter alia, Western States Bankcard Assn. v. San Francisco, 62
Cal App. 137, 133 Cal Reptr. 36 ( ).)
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